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VTV.vn - Through fake human rights classes, the subjects gathered believers in the country and 
networked with Vietnamese reactionaries in exile to plot secession and self-rule. 

Conducting peaceful advocacy for religious freedom first, and then for the rights of indigenous 
peoples will lead to independence. This is part of a conversation from an online course passing 
for training on human rights and the law offered by the group called Montagnards Stand For 
Justice. This group is led by Y Quynh - an expatriate FULRO member, and this training is like a 
handbook on how to deal with security agencies that is shared with successive trainees. 

Also participating in the training program with Y Quynh's group is the Evangelical Church of 
Christ of the Central Highlands, an offshoot of the Evangelical Christ Church in the US led by Y 
Hin Nie - an expatriate FULRO separatist. Under the guise of religious activities through these 
fake human rights classes, the perpetrators rallied believers from ethnic minorities in the 
country, connecting them with other Protestant groups and Vietnamese reactionary expatriates 
for seditious activities to achieve self-rule. 

Civil society training is just a cover used by Y Quynh's Montagnards Stand For Justice group and 
A Ga's Evangelical Church of Christ of the Central Highlands in collusion with Nguyen Dinh 
Thang of Boat People SOS. 

Senior Lieutenant Colonel Truong Hong Quy - Head of Homeland Security, Dak Lak Provincial 
Police - said: "These three groups work together in holding a very large number of panel 
discussions to distort the policies of the Vietnamese government on ethnic and religious 
matters, and prepare reports slandering Vietnam. They hope to build a force which they would 
gradually make public as they oppose the government according to their seditious strategy for 
regime change in Vietnam.” 

Religion is for meeting the need for beliefs while guiding people toward good values, whereas 
using the guise of religion to show followers how to deal with the government, to call for 

demonstrations to establish their own religion and their own state, weakening the nation and 
the people, and infringing on the rights of others is an act that must be stopped. 

* Please follow past programs of Vietnam Television on TV Online and VTVGo! 
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